
AURA, SEER OF CURRENTS
TalenTs/special abiliTies

Third Eye:
All mature Kyklopes (i.e., those who have passed puberty and 

become adults) have a “third eye,” which revolves around their head in 
a crystal box or sphere. The eye itself comes from the forehead of the 
Kyklopes, in whom the pineal gland is more developed than in other 
races; carving it out of the forehead opens it up to new perceptions, but 
only when the other eyes are permanently shut. The crystal box within 
which the “third eye” is kept is made from some nearly indestructible 
material mined from among the Etna Asteroid Field. It is kept in 
constant motion through a psychic bond with the Kyklope’s mind, 
making it difficult to strike or destroy (and thus, not any more of a 
liability than normal eyes). 

The third eye allows a Kyklopes to see things beyond the 
understanding of the other races of the galaxy, grasping concepts and 
aspects of a subject that normal beings would miss or never experience. 
Kyklopes usually specialize in a single subject and pursue it to its 
natural conclusion. This has led to their becoming some of the finest 
craftsmen, shrewdest politicians, astute teachers, wily tacticians, and 
passionate lovers.

Poor eyesight:
With their normal eyes (assuming they have not gouged them out), 

Kyklopes have very poor eyesight and colorblindness. Those Kyklopes 
who still have their old eyes can use them if they must, but these eyes 
are not accustomed to use, and thus result in a 50% “failure chance” 
applied to all activities until the old eyes are rebound. “Normal” vision 
will eventually be regained (over a period of months), but Kyklopes 
generally commit suicide or go mad if they are forced to see the 
universe in this mundane way after a lifetime of seeing its true nature. 
A Kyklopes who somehow loses his third eye will often choose total 
blindness in lieu of normal vision.

Enigmas:
Some Kyklopes have the esoteric ability to figure out the universe 

and all its secrets. Kyklopes have used this discipline to crack codes, 
answer riddles, and realize truths long forgotten by the Hellenes and 
other beings. This ability is one of the most difficult, but in due course 
the most rewarding to the Kyklopes. Ultimately the Kyklopes will learn 
the truth of the universe and with that enlightenment ascend to what 
they call the “Next Juncture.” A Kyklopes’ player may ask the GM one 
question pertaining to a situation in-game per point of PER Attribute per 
game.

Aura of Wisdom
You have gained the respect of others for your perceived wisdom.

Benefit: You may add your INT rating to CHA when determining 
Reaction Rolls.

Tactician
You have studied the tactics and strategies of the battlefield.

Benefit: You and those on your side in a battle receive +2 
to their Initiative roll. If the Hero takes no action for the round 
he may also coordinate attacks against a foe and all under his 
command (using the Command skill) receive a +2 to all attack or 
defense rolls.

Hoseidon, the SailorHoseidon, the Sailor
Domains – Sailing, piloting, navigation, survival, flying, risk-
avoidance, predictability
Personality – Stars flare and die around him, but still 
Hoseidon stands in position at the stern of some great starship, 
staring off into space, pointing at his destination. It is said that he 
does not move, but rather that all creation moves around him so 
as to put him where he wants to go. He speaks not a word, but 
commands all with his mere presence and surety. He is also the 
god with the most influence over the Panthalassa (Slipspace), 
and is often said to reside there.
Symbols – Star, Wheel, Sphere, Waves

Home System – Troizenos
Temple Moon – Mykenai

Glory 0+
Know the Sea

The sailor knows the ebb and flow of the seas of the world, hazards 
of the vacuum, and the tides of Slipspace.  The Hero receives a one time 
bonus of +2 to either piloting, navigation, or seamanship skill, player’s 
choice.

Glory 30+
Full sails

The Hero’s piloting acumen is so great that he is unrivaled when in 
command of a ship. Any boat or starship piloted by the Hero in normal 
space moves faster by a percent equal to 10% x PER Attribute.

Glory 60+
Speed of the Sea Horse

The Hero has the ability to push a ship faster and further in the 
Panthalassa. The Hero may add .5 to his Slipspace drive’s speed for 
every point he has in his PER Attribute. The Hero also receives a bonus 
when resisting Lethe in Slipspace equal to double his WIL.

sagiTTarius ae-41
The Sagittarius Argosian Engine 41 is a sleek sturdy Argosian 

merchant transport. The Sagittarius is renowned for its speed and 
maneuverability and is known as one of the most agile transport 
ships. The Sagittarius is modified for duties ranging from material and 
personnel transport to custom ships in poorer systems.

MAN +1 HUL +3
SEN +0M SPD +27
ACL +6 DCL +4
SD 1 SIZ 4

Scale: Transport
Crew: 2
Passengers: 6
Cargo: 25 tons
Supplies: 9 weeks
Hit Points: 35
Armament: One Light Pulse Lasers DR 10 (forward firing arc)
Shields: Light Shield Generator PR 8
Cost: 45,000 dm
Additional Hard Points: 8

Favored oF Hoseidon race KyKlopes

age 30 ProFession KyKlopes TacTician

INT PER WIL CHA STR DEX CON SPD CR DYN
+0 +5 +1 -1 +1 +0 +0 +0 +1 +3
Hit Points 20 Hero Points 7 glory 25

Skills

(numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with attribute.)
command +10[+9], decepTion +4[+3], deduce moTives +4[+9], 

eTiqueTTe (KyKlopes) +7[+7], insTincT +2[+7], invesTigaTe/searcH 
+5[+10], lore (Trade rouTes) +2[+2], lore (TacTics) +6[+6], mode 

(sensory) +7[+10],  navigaTion +5[+5], piloT +8[+8], researcH +3[+3], 
science (psycHology) +2[+2], speaK language (KyKlopes, naTive), 

speaK language (Hellene)+3[+3], Weapon (gun) +2[+3], profession 
(TacTician, inT) +10[+10]
Talents/Special Abilities

my add TWice Her per To damage againsT a TargeT TWice per game.
Equipment

magneTic launcH pisTol (dr9, rof 1), diadalos Hand comp, securiTy 
macHina

Destiny
desTined To conTrol THe many and varied fleeTs of THe KyKlopes as 

THeir naval leader.
Fate

faTed beTray THe gods and suffer THeir WraTH.
Disadvantages

rel: Terrible and infamous family 2
inT: never WanTs To be indebTed To anoTHer 2

exT: never dresses appropriaTely 1

Story:
Thirty years ago, Aura was born on the world of Trakhis. Her 

mother is dead and although her father is a Senator, her family is reviled 
for past connections to the Zoran Prince Ikari. Like Draco, she is the 
great-great-grandchild of one of the gods; unlike Draco, she is aware 
of her parentage. Hoseidon himself is her ancestor and still looks over 
her today. She has studied under a Nephelai philosopher and has great 
respect for them; this is perhaps what made her amenable to Draco’s 
suit to join him. That and the promise of Glory and enough riches to buy 
her own ship.



BARUCH, BRINGER OF WOE TalenTs/special abiliTies

Poison Immunity
With 90 percent of the flora and fauna on Ceto being poisonous, 

Goregons are able to process most poisons without ill effect. Gorgons 
may add double their CON to resist natural organic poison; Goregons 
do not gain this benefit from synthetic poisons. Goregons have slightly 
poisonous blood, and may coat their weapons with their blood to cause 
additional damage. For every Hit Point of blood used they may coat 
a melee weapon with enough poison to do +1 additional points of 
damage. A maximum of 5 Hit Points may be used in this manner, and 
the poison lasts for 2 hits.

Paralytic Stare
Goregons have perfected a method of hypnotizing their prey by 

staring into their eyes and making a dynamism connection with their 
prey’s brain. Goregons may hypnotize an opponent by making eye 
contact and beating them in an opposed test of WIL. Opponents under 
the effect have their dice actions and Speed Attribute reduced by a -2 for 
3 rounds.

Coiling tail
Goregons have powerful tails that can be used to coil and grapple or 

slap an opponent. This attack counts as an extra action that can be used 
in addition to any other melee attack with multi-action penalties. The 
tail does (DR3+STR).

Bloodlust
When a Goregon in battle is reduced to 50% of his Hit Point he must 

make a WIL roll. Failure indicates that he loses control and flies into 
a blood rage. While enraged the Goregon may not attempt to evade or 
dodge incoming attacks and always presses his assaults receiving +3 to 
his attack rolls. To escape the effects of bloodlust, he must kill his foe 
or else remove himself from the presence of others. Once alone, he may 
make WIL rolls every combat round to shake off the bloodlust.

Advanced Militia Training
This training improves upon the Basic Militia Training and also 

includes the use of a wider range of weapons and personal defensive 
techniques.
Benefit: This Talent effectively reduces the weight of armor 
worn by the character by 50% when calculating encumbrance 
penalties.

Heuson, the FatherHeuson, the Father
Domains – Sternness, obedience, law, justice, punishment, 
government
Personality – Heuson is the only god regularly depicted as 
bearded, a throwback to days past when Hellenes themselves 
wore their facial hair longer. Some say that in fact Heuson has 
never cut his beard due to an agreement he made at the creation 
of time that the Hellenic people and their laws would exist so 
long as his beard remained uncut. He is a stern father figure, but 
there is never any doubt that the punishment he doles out is well 
earned; even criminals agree that they deserve what they get 
when Heuson is the one doing the punishing with his thunderous 
gavel. Heuson is seen as being in the prime of his immortal life, a 
virile specimen of masculinity, power, law, and order.

Symbols – Gavel of Justice, Lightning Bolt (striking down a 
wrongdoer), Beard
Home System – Elis
Temple Moon – Olympia

Glory 0+
Righteous Authority

The Hero has an air of authority and leadership about them. When 
speaking to a group and issuing commands the Hero receives a bonus of 
+2 and an additional +2 for every 30 Glory.

Glory 30+
Thunderous Clap

The Hero may create a burst of thunderous sound by spending an 
action in concentration. The sound starts as a low rumble in the chest 
of the Hero and issues forth with a loud roar from his mouth. The blast 
of thunder affects everyone in a radius equal to twice the Hero’s CHA 
Attribute in meters. Those within the area of effect must make a WIL 
roll versus the Hero’s Presence or be stunned for combat rounds equal 
to the Hero’s Presence Attribute. Stunned characters are at -3 on all 
actions. The Hero may do this a number of times equal to his Presence 
Attribute.

Glory 50+
The Appetite of Heuson

The lord of the gods has insatiable appetites for beings of great 
beauty. To be worthy of the Hero’s passion the being must have the 
Enchanting Beauty talent and be someone the Hero might normally be 
attracted to (the Hero will not be attracted to the same gender if he is not 
inclined to). When the Hero is aroused to take part in something he goes 
to the extremes and will not stop until his appetites are sated (WIL roll 
DoD -3 plus one additional point for every 50 glory beyond 50). The 
Hero will stop at almost nothing to bed the person and will use every 
resource at his disposal to accomplish the task. 

There is sometimes a product of the union no matter the being’s 
gender (the Hero must roll a CON roll DoD of -8). Any children will 
have some characteristic of the Hero and be favored by the gods who 
will bestow some sort of gift upon them. 

Glory 60+
Bolts of Justice

The Hero is granted the use of Heuson’s greatest weapons — his 
bolts of lightning! The Hero is entrusted with a number of lightning 
bolts equal to his CHA Attribute (minimum of one). The bolts are small 
and unassuming silver cylinders but when activated transform into 
blue-white bolts of dancing electricity. The bolts of lightning are thrown 
using the throwing skill and strike for 10x CHA Attribute damage. The 
range for these bolts is equal to the Hero’s CHA in kilometers.

Once all the Bolts are used the Hero must plead with Heuson at his 
sacred temple moon for more (DoD -6) and spend large amounts of 
drachmas in sacrifices.

Note that this ability disregards the scale modifiers for normal 
attacks and may be used against a man-sized form or a capital ship with 
the same results.

Favored oF aTHenia race goregon

age 17 ProFession
goregon Terror 

Troop

INT PER WIL CHA STR DEX CON SPD CR DYN
+0 +0 +1 +1 +3 +0 +5 +0 +1 -2
Hit Points 45 Hero Points 7 glory 25

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with 
attribute.)

aTHleTics +3 [3], command +1 [+2], eTiqueTTe (goregon) +7[+8], evade 
+4[+4], insTincT +2[+2], inTimidaTe +10[+11], panKraTion +4[+5], 

parry +6[+7], speaK language (goregon, naTive), speaK language 
(Hellene, basic) +3[+3], TracKing/sHadoWing +1[+1], Weapon (melee) 

+11[+12], Weapon (ranged) +4[+5], profession (sHocK Trooper, 
con) +10[+15]

Talents/Special Abilities
may add 6 (double con) To resisT naTural organic poison (noT 

synTHeTic poisons).
may use iTs Tail To coil and grapple, or slap an opponenT. THis counTs 

as an exTra acTion THaT can be used in addiTion To any oTHer melee 
aTTacK WiTH mulTi-acTion penalTies. THe Tail does (dr3+sTr).

Equipment
medium cuirass armor (goregon carapace) (pr5), goregon arm 
blades (dr8+sTr), goregon pole axe (dr12+sTr), sTealTH suiT

Destiny
desTined To be a WorTHy maTe and THe faTHer of many. 

Fate
faTed To die by a Horrible poison.

Disadvantages
rel: enslaved family 2

inT: rude, blunT, and crass 2
exT: bears a number of vicious looKing scars 1

Story:
A scant fifteen years of age, Baruch is larger than normal for his 

race. Born into slavery, he was fortunate enough to bear the mark of 
Heuson, his great-grandfather. Bought from his owner and raised by 
an Amazoran heroine, one would think that he might be more adept in 
his dealings with the opposite sex. However, instead he seems to labor 
under some sort of curse. An ex-lover’s unrequited love has turned to 
anger and she seeks to ruin the lives of those around him; another lover 
committed suicide due a miscommunication on his part, and so on and 
so forth. Draco found Baruch back on Cythera, trying to raise enough 
money to buy his parent’s freedom. Now, Baruch watches over the 
coterie and acts the part of a gruff father despite his youth.



DRACO, SON OF KINGS Story:
Born in Skirophorian approximately 14 years ago on Kalydon, 

Draco never knew his real parents but was instead raised by a local 
noble family. Allegedly, his natural parents were reviled for some past 
misdeed. Despite efforts to raise him as the son of a noble house, Draco 
was a born warrior and bore the mark of Areson. He is purported to be 
the great-great-grandson of a god - whether that was Areson himself or 
someone else is unknown. As a youth, he was kidnapped and raised for 
more than a year and a half by a band of pirates. He has fought in the 
gladiatorial games on sparta, solved a Sphinx’s riddle, and befriended a 
wild beast. Part of that Sphinx’s riddle revealed that Draco was to gather 
a band of individuals who would become the Heroes for a new age. As 
such, Draco has used his contacts amongst the nobility (or at least those 
not put off by his current wild reputation as a gentleman-scoundrel) to 
gather his current coterie.

TalenTs/special abiliTies

Flight:
The Nephelai are able to use the natural air currents of their 

surroundings for limited flight. They may fly at SPD +10, or up to the 
speed of the wind in the area, provided they are flying in the direction of 
the wind. They may move directly into the wind by tacking, but do so at 
their normal SPD.

Intangibility:
Nephelai can change their density for a period of time, becoming 

wraithlike. The change takes one full round to complete and while 
in this state they cannot harm or be harmed physically (although 
Dynamism and sound attacks work normally). Items worn or carried by 
the Nephelai fall from the body and are not brought into the intangible 
state leaving the Nepehlai naked. They may stay in this state for rounds 
equal to their WIL +5. This feat may be done a number of times a day 
equal to their CON (minimum of once).

Sound Manipulation:
A Nephelai can hear a whisper carried on the wind or send a 

message hundreds of miles on a breath of air. Nephelai may make 
sound-based Perception checks with double their search skill. Nephelai 
may send a sound-based message over the air directly to their targets’ 
ear with a whisper at a range of 100 meters per rating of WIL Attribute.

Animal Affinity
You have a calming effect on the creatures of the forest, deserts, 

seas, artic regions, etc..
Benefit: If you encounter an animal and are not actively in 
combat, you may attempt to soothe the creature by making a 
successful Omni Table CHA check. On a partial success, the 
animal will simply retreat by the quickest means possible. A full 
success means the animal in question considers you to be a 
friend and may aid you in some manner.

Royal Favor
Because of your connections, you can call upon favors from those 

more powerful than yourself.
Benefit: Once per week, you may make a Charisma check on 
the Omni Table in order to gain a favor from a more powerful 
contact. This favor can be anything from a night’s lodging to a 
small monetary loan or the use of a sturdy mount. The form of the 
favor will depend on the Omni Table result and is always at the 
discretion of the GM.

Two-Weapon Defense
The character has learned how to use two weapons to his defensive 

advantage while fighting.
Benefit: When the character is fighting with a weapon in either 
hand, he may use the second weapon in a defensive manner, in 
which case his Defense is increased by +2. If the character uses 
his second weapon to make an attack his Defense reverts to 
normal for that round.

Two-Weapon Fighting
The character has mastered the rudiments of two-weapon fighting.

Benefit: He may make an additional attack during his round 
with the second weapon with a penalty of -3 instead of the normal 
-5.

Areson, the Warrior Areson, the Warrior 
Domains – War, weapons, fighting, blood, death, fear, 
nightmares 
Personality – Areson is depicted as a hulking, dark-skinned 
killer, his face and armor covered in layers of the dried blood 
of his enemies, his sword dripping with fresh red blood. Ever 
fighting one battle or another, Areson will slay even his allies if 
foes do not present themselves, not because he hates them, but 
because all he knows is warfare.
Symbols – Bladed Weapons (axe, sword), Blood
Home System – Lakedaimonia
Temple Moon – Sparta

Glory 0+
Battle Rage

When a Hero in battle is reduced to 50% of his Hit Points he must 
make a WIL roll. Failure indicates that he loses control and flies into a 
blood rage. While enraged the Hero may not attempt to evade or dodge 
incoming attacks and always presses his assaults receiving +3 to his 
attack rolls. To escape the effects of bloodlust, he must kill his foe or 
else remove himself from the presence of others. Once alone, he may 
make WIL rolls every five seconds to shake off the bloodlust.

 The Hero gains an additional +1 per 20 Glory to his STR Attribute 
for the sake of damage but can take no rational thought requiring any 
sort of concentration; all the Hero can do is attack, kill, and maim. 

Glory 30+
Weapon of Choice

The Hero may pick a signature weapon and the god of war will 
infuse it with the power of destruction with the wave of a hand. The 
weapon gains an additional +2 of damage or +2 to accuracy for every 
point in CHA (the Hero always receives a minimum of +2). If the 
weapon is ever lost or destroyed the Hero may seek favor to have it 
replaced after 6 months minus the Hero’s CHA (minimum 1 month).

Glory 60+
Extra Body Points

The Hero gains additional Hit Points equal to 5 plus his CON.

Favored oF areson race nepHelai

age 5 ProFession nepHelai assassin

INT PER WIL CHA STR DEX CON SPD CR DYN
+2 +1 +1 +0 -1 +0 +0 +0 +1 +2
Hit Points 20 Hero Points 7 glory 25

Skills

(numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with attribute.)
aTHleTics +4[+4], decepTion +2[+2], deduce moTive +2[+3], eTiqueTTe 
(nepHelai) +7[+7], evade +8[+8], influence +5[+5], invesTigaTe/searcH 
+2[+3], lore (noble families) +2[+4], panKraTion +2[+3], parry +2[+3], 
speaK language (nepHelai, naTive), speaK language (Hellene, basic) 
+3[+5], sTealTH +8[+8], TracKing/sHadoWing +4[+5], Weapon (melee) 

+8[+9], profession (assassin, dex) +10[+10]
Talents/Special Abilities

may fly aT spd+10
may become inTangible and immune To pHysical Harm TWice per game for a 

duraTion of 1 minuTe.
Equipment

sTealTH suiT, 2 ǼTHer daggers (dr8+sTr), amazoran boW, and 10 
poison arroWs (dr9 plus poison)

Destiny
forTold by THe moirae To TaKe by His oWn Hand THe WealTH of greaT Kings 

and buy His nobiliTy.
Fate

faTed To die aT THe Hands of a noble He Has crossed or Wronged

Disadvantages
rel: social obligaTions To THe noble families of 

Kalydon
1

inT: overconfidence abouT His abiliTies 1
exT: noWn To be a criminal and a vagabond To many 3



LEANDER THE BOLD the queen remains, a Myrmidon can regenerate lost limbs by shifting 
other areas of the colony to replace the sisters that were lost there. A 
Myrmidon heals at double the normal healing rate. If the queen is killed, 
the other members of the colony scatter mindlessly and eventually die, 
unless they are lucky enough to find other Myrmidons in the area that 
they can join with (assuming they are welcomed).

Shapeshift
A Myrmidon can alter the shape of its body to fit into areas that 

a normal being could not. By compressing or thinning an area, a 
Myrmidon can creep under doors and through cracks. This ability also 
allows a Myrmidon to add extra limbs (one additional for each CON 
point, minimum of one extra). Each additional limb may be used but 
causes a multiple action penalty.

In combat the Myrmidon can alter its body to attack an opponent; 
slipping through openings in their armor to attack from within. In 
combat the Hero must first make a successful grappling attack. Once 
the Myrmidon has a grip on its opponent it may spend additional 
actions covering and biting with its myriad small pincers. As long as the 
opponent is held in a grapple the Myrmidon colony may attack in this 
way doing their CON in bonus damage.

Homunculus
Myrmidons may attempt to break off a part of their “colony” to do 

work remotely, creating a small Hellene shape swarm and sending it on 
a task. The Homunculus starts with 0 skills and -1 in all attributes, and 
minimum of 5 hit points must be spent to create it. For each 5 HP spent, 
the player can add 1 attribute point or 5 skill points, chosen from among 
the skills the Myrmidon knows. The player can opt to spend as many 
as all the Hero’s hit points except 1 HP which must be reserved for the 
queen herself.

The player must make a WIL roll normal DoD -2 to create the 
body. If the roll, fails nothing happens. If successful, the body splits; 
the Homunculus leaves behind all armor and equipment the Myrmidon 
was carrying, and is now more flexible, able to slip through cracks, 
under doors, etc., but cohesive enough to perform physical tasks. As the 
Homunculus does not possess a queen, it can only be given a single, 
specific task that may involve only one skill that the Hero possesses 
(e.g., open a door, retrieve an object, pull a lever, enter a code, etc.)

Creating a Homunculus strains the queen’s ability to keep 
cohesion and control, and so the Hero must make a WIL roll DoD -1 
(cumulative) for each minute the Homunculus is away. If in a stressful 
situation (combat) the Myrmidon must roll his concentration skill 
every round. If a roll is failed while the Homunculus is abroad, the 
swarm looses cohesion and falls apart, scattering in all directions. 
Half of the Homunculus’ HP will be recovered from returning colony 
members in minutes equal to the time spent away from the queen. If the 
Homunculus is destroyed during his errand, the HP are lost and must be 
regenerated normally.

Clustering
Several Myrmidons can act together, clustering to form larger 

structures such as bridges across rifts, armor, or even airtight crafts 
that can move through space or under water, protecting those within. 
An adequate number of Myrmidons must be sacrificed to create the 
structure (e.g., two colonies could form a raft; several hundred would 
be required to form a spacecraft), with the remaining queens huddling 
together in the remaining “live” colony until such time as more living 
Myrmidons can be found to replace the lost colonies. 

Large asteroid-like clusters of this sort are believed to allow the 
Myrmidons to colonize other planets, with the outer shells of dead 
Myrmidons protecting the living queens inside through the cold of 
space, the heat of re-entry, and the shock of crashing onto a new planet. 
After touchdown, the shell breaks open and the living Myrmidons inside 
spill forth to colonize a new world.

Omni Vision
Because hundreds of thousands of tiny insects make up the 

body of one myrmidon they may see in all directions as long as it is 
unobstructed by clothing. Seeing in all directions does not distract the 
Myrmidon and it may function and perceive normally.

Advanced Militia Training
This training improves upon the Basic Militia Training and also 

includes the use of a wider range of weapons and personal defensive 
techniques.
Benefit: This Talent effectively reduces the weight of armor 
worn by the character by 50% when calculating encumbrance 
penalties.

Apollon, the WrestlerApollon, the Wrestler
Domains – Brawling, athletics, strength, running, speed, 
acrobatics, endurance, health
Personality – Apollon is depicted as being the perfect specimen 
of Hellenic masculinity, well-muscled and in perfect health, body 
carefully honed from constant exercise and exhibition. He can 
leap higher, throw farther, and run faster than anything else in 
existence, and is always depicted as being in motion. With such 
perfection comes adoration, and so Apollon is also a god who 
celebrates being recognized by crowds and fans for his awesome 
Attribute s.
Symbols – Laurel Wreath, Medallions, Ribbons
Home System – Dryopia
Temple Moon – Delphoi

Glory 0+
Golden Tongue

The Hero is incredibly charming and well loved. +2 on all social 
interaction rolls where the Hero is allowed to speak, particularly in the 
presence of a crowd. 

Glory 30+
The Iron Clench

The Hero is a master of the wrestling grapple. The Hero receives +2 
to any grapple attempt or for breaking a grapple.

Glory 60+
Field of Expertise

The Hero may add +4 to any two skills that he chooses and sets as 
his chosen field of expertise.  Once the field of expertise is set, the Hero 
becomes known for deeds in that area.

Favored oF apollon race myrmidon

age 14 ProFession myrmidon HopliTe

INT PER WIL CHA STR DEX CON SPD CR DYN
+0 +0 +0 +0 +0 +5 +2 +2 +2 -3
Hit Points 22 Hero Points 5 glory 25

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with 
attribute.)

aTHleTics +3[+8], command +2[+2], eTiqueTTe (myrmidon) +7[+7], evade 
+10[+15], insTincT +4[+4], inTimidaTe +1[+1], panKraTion +8[+10], parry 
+2[+4], speaK language (myrmidon, naTive), speaK language (Hellene) 

+3[+3], sTealTH +2[+7], TracKing/sHadoWing +3[+8], Weapon (guns) 
+8[+10], Weapon (melee) +8[+10], profession (HopliTe, sTr) +10[+10]

Talents/Special Abilities
may alTer THe sHape of iTs body To creep under doors and THrougH 

cracKs or add TWo exTra limbs (one per con). eacH addiTional limb may 
be used buT causes a mulTiple acTion penalTy.

on a successful grappling aTTacK, THe myrmidon may spend addiTional 
acTions covering and biTing WiTH iTs myriad small pincers doing iTs con 

in bonus damage.
can see in all direcTions

Equipment
medium cuirass armor (HopliTe mesH) (pr3), med. Hoplon sHield, 

sparTan infanTry spear (dr8+sTr), HopliTe assaulT gun (dr10, rof 
3), miliTary cloTHing

Destiny
THe THreads of His life Weave a sTory of THe greaT zoran fleeTs crusHed 

under His sandaled fooT.
Fate

faTed To be Killed by a blood relaTive. 
Disadvantages

rel: HaTed by THe syndicaTe on Kalydon 2
inT: sTrong sense of jusTice 2

exT: noTably poorer THan oTHer legionnaires 1

Story:
Leander has spent most of his 14 years as a Legionnaire. Born on 

Stymphalos, his parental hive Queen was a great scholar. As a young 
colony, he met Kalends, a Hellene scholar, who would be a recurring 
figure in his life, a rival in many fields. It was not until he was debating 
at a symposium that the full depth of Kalends ire was revealed. He 
believes that Kalends is in under the influence of the daughter of a 
Zoran prince, but has no proof yet. As a young Legionnaire, he fell 
in love with an Amazoran noble, but she spurned his advances. The 
souring of the relationship led the Amazoran, Celene, to hate him. She 
has worked to betray him to his enemies in the past and will do so 
again. While pursuing evidence of Kalends treachery, he ran afoul of a 
Priest of Hermia - a Zintar named Iovanis. After uncovering a plot by 

Iovanis to set up a black market in Zoran space, he turned his evidence 
to the authorities. Iovanis got off on a technicality, but now works 
against Leander when he is able. With such forces arrayed against him, 
he was in need of brave allies. While some of the individuals that Draco 
has gathered do occasionally offend his sense of honor and nobility, they 
have proved to be loyal and steadfast companions, something he needs.
TalenTs/special abiliTies

Regeneration
Being a large colony of individual insects, it is very hard to kill 

a Myrmidon. A body can be annihilated, but if the queen lives the 
Myrmidon will eventually replace the body and live on. As long as 



Favored oF arTesia race amazoran

age 24 ProFession scouT

INT PER WIL CHA STR DEX CON SPD CR DYN
+0 +2 +1 +0 +0 +2 +0 +4 +0 -1
Hit Points 21 Hero Points 5 glory 25

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with 
attribute.)

aTHleTics +10[+12], compuTers (personal) +1[+1], eTiqueTTe 
(amazoran) +7[+7], evade +5[+7], ride +2[+4], invesTigaTe/searcH 

+4[+6], lore (region) +3[+3], speaK language (zoran, naTive), speaK 
language (Hellene) +3[+3], sTealTH +10[+10], survival (foresT) +4[+4], 
TracKing/sHadoWing +2[+4], Weapon (guns) +8[+8], profession (scouT, 

per) +10[+12]
Talents/Special Abilities

may add +4 To iniTiaTive rolls

may add +2 To any WillpoWer roll

Equipment
2 HopliTe pisTols (dr8, rof2), ligHTWeigHT cuirass (pr1), enviro suiT, 

perdix acTive vision goggles, binoculars, comlinK, flasHligHT

Destiny
desTined To be THe greaTesT rogue-queen in THemiscryan HisTory.

Fate
faTed To Kill Her family and become a pariaH.

Disadvantages
rel: pris, scorned lover deTermined To see Her in 

prison
2

inT: narcissisTic an sure of Herself 2
exT: appears younger THan sHe Truly is 1

NIOBE SWIFT-SHOT Story:
Niobe has spent most of her 24 years living on the streets and taking 

care of herself and her parent’s interests. Both of her parents are career 
criminals, master thieves, and the wedded pair of far-reaching criminal 
agency. When she was a young child, they took her to a deserted 
asteroid in Slipspace and dipped her in the sacred waters of Artesia, 
asking the Goddess’ blessing to make Niobe not only a skilled huntress, 
but to have the huntress shield her from the pursuit of others as well. 
As such, Niobe was marked with the Courage of Artesia, her patron. 
She is well-traveled on her home-system and known to many there, but 
until Draco arrived she’d never truly been away from home. She knows 
Baruch by reputation as it was her cousin who bought him, raised him, 
and eventually set him free.

TalenTs/special abiliTies

Alacrity
Amazorans are very quick thinkers, receiving a +1 on all initiative 

rolls.

Combat Tenacity
Amazorans are tenacious in any endeavor they choose to pursue; in 

combat this is doubly true. An Amazoran can call upon her sheer force 
of will to keep going even after a mortal wound. An Amazoran may 
stave off fear, the effects of fatigue, or even mortal wounds when in 
combat. 

When an Amazon has taken a critical hit and must make a CON roll 
they may add their WIL.

When resisting Fear an Amazoran may double their WIL Attribute.

Sharp Shot
Amazorans have incredible hand-eye coordination and excel at the 

use of ranged weapons. All Amazorans receive a +2 to any one ranged 
weapon skill. Examples are Bow, pistols, rifles, thrown.

Swift Footed
Amazorans are fast on their feet and gain an addition +5m to their 

movement rate.

Advanced Firearms Training
You have advanced training in the effective use of various types of 

firearms.
Benefit: You receive a +2 bonus to all Omni Table rolls involving 
ranged combat using pistols, rifles, and Stone throwers.

Ambidexterity
Either from a natural ability or training, you are able to use both 

hands with near-equal dexterity.
Benefit: You are always considered to be using your primary 
hand. Any actions taken with either hand suffer no penalty to the 
Omni Table roll. (Actions taken with the off-hand are usually at a 
-5 penalty.)

Quick Draw
The ability to draw a weapon with startling swiftness.

Benefit: A Hero may draw his weapon as a free action and 
does not suffer a multiple action penalty.

Trailblazer
You have a natural affinity for finding the easiest path to follow.

Benefit: You may increase your SPD by +2 for you and your 
entire party when traveling through unfamiliar territory.

Trick Shot
The ability to make incredible shots with ranged weaponry.

Benefit: The character ignores all normal cover penalties when 
attacking with a ranged weapon.

Artesia, the HunterArtesia, the Hunter
Domains – Tracking, hunting, animals, accuracy, shooting, 
targeting, sight, the evil eye
Personality – Artesia is often called “The Scarred One” 
because she is depicted as being covered from head to toe in 
self-inflicted scars and tattoos. Once beautiful, perhaps, she has 
shaved her own head so her hair does not impede her view, and 
carved off her breasts so as to better wield a weapon, and (in 
some versions) cut off her own eyelids so as to stave off sleep 
and keep her eye on the target at all times. Some also call her 
“The Silent One,” and claim she also carved out her own tongue, 
so as to remain silent as she sneaks up on her prey. 
Symbols – Crosshairs, Rifles, Evil Eye
Home System – Arkadia
Temple Moon – Stymphalos

Glory 0+
Acumen of the Hunter

The Hero is very adept at tracking her prey. +2 when tracking in a 
forest or +1 in other environments.

Glory 30+
Lidless Eyes of Artesia

The Hero has keen eyesight and incredible depth perception. The 
Hero receives a bonus of +2 on all sight-based Perception checks.

Glory 60+
Unerring Aim of the Huntress

The goddess has bestowed her amazing ability to hit targets. At 
the beginning of combat the Hero rolls her CHA with a DoD of 0. If 
successful the Hero may fire a range weapon and never miss. The target 
must be within the range of the weapon used. Add “This ability may be 
used a number of time equal to his CHA attribute per combat minimum 
of one time).



IRON-ARMED IOLAUS Story:
Iolaus is a young Spartan looking to avenge the destruction of his 

home world and wears the disaster like a large albatross around his 
neck. He has fallen in with Aura and her crew and thinks of them as 
his family. He has taken a liking to the Nymphas Philomena but hates 
her bad habits of excessive drinking and constant philandering. He sees 
Aura as a world weary woman with a wealth of knowledge and always 
differs to her wisdom. In the year they have traveled together he has 
grown to love her and has made several advances towards her but has 
been rebuffed at every instance. She says his seed is destined to lie 
elsewhere.

He was told by a thing in cave that he would be instrumental in 
bringing the destruction of the Hellenes greatest foe but doesn’t know 
who this is or how he will do it. To this end he keeps himself in perfect 
fighting condition for the chance to attain this great deed

TalenTs/special abiliTies

Iolaus
Leadership Ability

Due to their confidence, Hellenes are natural leaders. Hellenes 
receives a +2 bonus to all command and diplomacy rolls.

Tyche
Being the favored of the gods Hellenes are allowed in a small way 

to enforce their personal will upon the universe. They can force a re-roll 
of any dice action that affects them directly a number of times a game 

session equal to their WILL (minimum once per game). The roll need 
not be made by the Hero and may affect rolls made by the GM 

or other players when it pertains to the character. The re-roll 
only affects the Hero and may not manipulate fate for the 

benefit of others.
Note: The ability to affect rolls only applies to the 

Hero and never the group when a situation occurs that 
could affect more than one person. 

Example: The Hero may affect the 
throwing roll of a grenade when an 
adversary makes an attack but all 

others must use the original roll and 
gain no benefit from the Hero’s Tyche 

ability.

Advanced Militia Training
This training improves upon the Basic Militia Training 

and also includes the use of a wider range of weapons and 
personal defensive techniques.

Benefit: This Talent effectively reduces the weight of armor 
worn by the character by 50% when calculating encumbrance 
penalties.

Hardiness
You are tougher than most of your peers.

Benefit: The Hero may triple his CON and add 5 additional 
points when determining Hit Points at character creation. This 
Talent may be selected up to 3 times, each additional time adding 
+5 Hit Points.

Athenia, the SeerAthenia, the Seer
Domains – Wisdom, prophecy, omens, language, investigation, 
police/detectives
Personality – Almost always depicted in a seated, cross-
legged, and cross-armed position, Athenia is said to speak in 
calm, measured prose, carefully considering each word before 
she speaks it. When she puts her mind to thinking on a problem, 
she will put aside all else until she finds the proper answer, and 
when she gives it there is no doubt that it is the correct answer 
to the question. If it seems to be the wrong answer, then the 
question must have been wrong. It is worth noting that while 
Athenia is concerned with truth, she is not a goddess of justice — 
that is the domain of Heuson.
Symbols – Owl, Third Eye, Shield
Home System – Attika
Temple Moon – Athenoi

Glory 0+
Wisdom of Athenia

The Hero almost always knows the right things to do in any 
situation. The player may ask the GM one question that he must answer 
truthfully. The answer can be ambiguous and terse, but in general should 
be truthful. The Hero may do this 1 time per game for every point they 
have in their INT Attribute (minimum of once).

Glory 30+
The Owl of Athenia

The constant companion of Athenia helps in the search or 
illumination of things lost or hidden. The Hero knows the direction of 
an item or being she is looking for. The Hero must first meditate for at 
least a minute but afterwards knows the general direction of the sought-
after thing. The direction will be illuminated by a manifestation of an 
owl that only the Hero can see as a beacon over the destination. 

Glory 60+
Augury

The Hero has the ability to petition the Fates for a glimpse at the 
cosmic pattern that they weave. The pattern will tell the Hero the fate 
of all things and how they will eventually end. The Hero must make a 
CHA roll with a DoD assigned by the GM to have a question answered. 

Question Type DoD
Simple question (What’s for lunch?) -1
Reasonable question (What lies in the fortress on the 
hill?)

-3

Involved, with many possible outcomes (Will my child 
be happy?)

-4

Distance into the future or past Mod
Immediate (1–10 minutes) -0
Present (1–2 days) -2
Distant (1–2 years) -4

The answer will be full of analogy and colorful allegory but will 
always be truthful and helpful. The ability may be used a number of 
times a week equal to the Hero’s INT Attribute. The ability may be 
used additional times beyond her maximum but at a cost of physical 
depletion. The Hero may use the ability at a cost of 1 CON Attribute for 
two uses. When the Hero reaches -3 CON she falls unconscious and will 
not wake until at least one point has returned. The Hero will “heal” 1 
CON per week of full rest. 

Favored oF Heuson race Hellene

age 21 ProFession sparTan HopliTe

INT PER WIL CHA STR DEX CON SPD CR DYN
+0 +1 +0 +0 +3 +2 +2 +0 +3 -1
HiT poinTs 33 Hero poinTs 10 glory 10

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with 
attribute.)

aTHleTics +2 [+4], command +2[+2], eTiqueTTe (Hellene) +7[+7], 
evade +4 [+6], insTincT +2 [+3], inTimidaTe +2 [+2], navigaTion +1 [+1], 
panKraTion +3 [+6], parry +6 [+9], speaK language (Hellene, naTive), 

speaK language (zoran)+3[+3], sTealTH +1 [+3], survival (of slipspace) 
+2 [+2], Weapon (melee) +10 [+3], Weapon (guns) +6 [+9], Weapon 

(THroWn) +3 [+6], profession (Warrior, sTr) +10 [+13]
Talents/Special Abilities 

may re-roll one failed roll per game.
may add +2 To any command roll

Equipment
Heavy cuirass armor (pr6), Heavy HelmeT (pr3), med. Hoplon sHield, 
sparTan infanTry spear(dr8+sTr), sparTan sTorm gun (dr12, rof 3), 

miliTary cloTHing

Destiny
desTined To bring desTrucTion upon THe foes of THe Hellenes.

Fate
faTed To die alone in THe boWels of slipspace.

Disadvantages
rel: unrequiTed love from aura and pHilomena 1

inT: young and someTimes foolisH 2
exT: a scar runs THe lengTH of His face 2



GOLDEN EYED PHILOMENA Story
Philomena was once the mother of a large Nymphas family and 

was proud of that fact until she boasted too much and the gods heard. 
One by one her children died; some by sickness others by accident. The 
small colony where she lived shunned her for this and soon her husband 
ran into the hills and hung himself from a low gnarled tree.

To forget her sorrows Philomena drinks to deaden the pain and 
forget her bad fortune

The young nymphas wandered many worlds earning her war 
as a prostitute and thief until she found her wits end in an alley on 
Korinthos, a knife in her hand and her wrist presented to the gods in a 
last effort to find peace. Amphrosia appeared in the form of a small child 
and told her to find the Spartan Iolaus and he would bear a child upon 
her breaking her curse. Once that was done should could offer her blood 
votive to the gods. She soon found Aura and her crew and the man that 
she would be destined to lay with.

TalenTs/special abiliTies

Environmental Familiarity:
A Nymphas can travel through her chosen environment with little 

trouble. An Oread can travel through mountains and woods at double 
the normal movement while Naiads can travel at a like pace through 
waters or Slipspace.

Naiads may survive under the high pressure and chilling cold of the 
ocean depths.

Oreads eat through photosynthesis like plants, and are never in need 
of food if they can “root” themselves and leech nutrients from the earth 
and bask in the sunlight.

Both types of Nymphas gain a bonus to hiding in their respective 
environment equal to 2 plus their Perception Attribute.

Environment Deprivation:
When a Nymphas spends more than four weeks outside of her 

normal environment (forest or sea, arctic region, etc.), she loses a 
portion of her connection to the world. For each week beyond the 
fourth, the Nymphas must make a WIL roll or she loses 1 point from 
CON. Each week the penalty increases by -1. If any of her CON 
falls to -5, she immediately falls into a coma, staying that way until 
brought back into her environment (but losing no further Attribute 
points). Healing occurs at a rate of 1 point per day spent in her native 
environment.

Manipulation:
Both types of Nymphas possess a special ability to manipulate 

others using their pheromones. When a Nymphas touches his flesh to 
another being he can secrete a chemical that will make the target more 
pliable to his will. Goregons are resistant to this (having had many 
decades to build up a racial resistance) but other races are susceptible, 
especially the Myrmidons and Zintar. A Nymphas may add double his 
CHA Attribute for a number of social Influence rolls equal to 4 + his 
CON Attribute. 

Symposia:
Many Nymphas practice Symposia for one week out of every three 

months, an event to which all are welcome, including other races. 
The Symposia is a large party held in sacred gathering places (usually 
in the woods or a sacred underwater grotto) where wine and food is 

available in mass quantities. Depending on the occasion, the Symposia 
could also include games, songs, flute-girls, slaves performing 
various acts, and hired entertainment. A Symposium is overseen by 
a Symposiarch who decides how strong or diluted the wine for the 
evening will be, depending on whether serious discussions or merely 
sensual indulgences are planned. Certain formalities are observed, most 
important among which are libations served by nude Nymphas. The 
Nymphas’ ability to manipulate others (see above) is doubled during 
this period of time in regards to all attending the Symposia.

Street Cred
You have earned a respected reputation amongst those who live on 

the underbelly of society.
Benefit: You receive a +3 bonus on all Omni Table rolls as it 
pertains to street people, hustlers, prostitutes, and petty criminals 
of a particular city.

Aphrosia, the LoverAphrosia, the Lover
Domains – Charisma, charm, deceit, persuasion, sex, artistry, 
trickery, lies
Personality – Men and women alike are drawn to Aphrosia, 
who at first glance seems to be a beautiful Hellenic woman 
wreathed in sheer clothing that reveals her lovely body. Those 
who look more closely know that Aphrosia is actually quite 
hideously ugly; covered in warts and scars, with hair full of 
snakes and fingers all askew. Her charms, makeup, and 
disguises hide her true nature.
Symbols – Veil, Long Fingernails
Home System – Akhaia Sikyon
Temple Moon – Sikyon

Glory 0+
Unflappable

The Hero always appears lovely or handsome, even in the direst of 
situations. Even if covered in muck the chosen of Aphrosia will make it 
look good.

Glory 30+
Divine Beauty

The Hero gains the Enchanting Beauty talent. If the Hero already 
has this talent its effects are doubled.

Glory 60+
Cosmetics

With a bit time and effort the Hero can enhance someone else’s 
physical appearance. This will bestow the Enchanting Beauty talent 
upon the person for 3 hours per PER (minimum 3 hours). The Hero may 
do this to a number of people equal to her CHA (minimum of once).

Favored oF ampHrosia race nympHas

age 34 ProFession nympHas THief

INT PER WIL CHA STR DEX CON SPD CR DYN
+0 +0 -1 +6 -1 +1 +0 +2 +1 +0
Hit Points 18 Hero Points 13 glory 25

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with 
attribute.)

aTHleTics +4[+5], decepTion +6[+12], disable mecHanism +4[+5], 
eTiqueTTe (nympHas) +7[+7], evade +6[+7], influence +5[+11], 

invesTigaTe/searcH +7[+7], sleigHT of Hand +10[+11], speaK language 
(nympHas, naTive), speaK language (Hellene) +3[+3], sTealTH +10[+11], 

Weapons (melee) +8[+9], profession (THief, dex) +10[+11]
Talents/Special Abilities

may blend in To naTural Woodland surrounding. gains a+2 To Hide or 
sTealTH rolls

may conTrol men’s minds WiTH pHeromones. pHolomena musT maKe 
pHysical conTacT and beaT THe subjecT in a Wil vs Wil roll.

Equipment
doric cHiTon and HiTmaTion of HigH fasHion qualiTy, sTealTH suiT, 
nympHas THorn blade (dr 8+sTr) , ligHTWeigHT cuirass (pr 1)

Destiny
desTined To give birTH To THe greaTesT sparTan Hero

Fate
faTed To die in cHildbirTH

Disadvantages
rel: secreTly loves iolaus buT afraid say 1

inT: love food and drinK To THe poinT of ruin 1
exT: TooTHy smile WHen sHe lie 3



NIMBLE HANDED XITHOS Story
Xithos was once in the employ of a Korinthian crime family lead 

by his sister Himonia. Xithos’ talents were utilized to bilk the great 
Korinthos banks of millions of drachmas and may lives were ruined. 
Soon Xithos heart became heavy with the misdeeds he helped to 
perpetrate and wanted to leave his master. Xithos told his sister that 
he planned to leave and was shocked when she became enraged at his 
betrayal swore that his death and ruin. His wife was murdered and his 
children were sold to Zoran slavers by Himonia in her madness. Xithos 
escaped that night with only his carapace, a handful of drachma and 
price on his head.

He was pursued across the known worlds by the criminals until 
they caught up to him and planned to exact their blood price. His life 
was saved by Leander and Aura in a blazing exchange of gunfire and 
all the assassins lay dead. Aura offered Xinthos a place on her crew and 
he has stayed with her ever since. 

Xithos is still pursued across the known worlds and must constantly 
look over his metal shoulders for any sign of his mad sister.

TalenTs/special abiliTies

Amphibious
Zintar can breathe on land and in water with very little effort.

Aquatic Movement
Zintar bodies are made for the vast ocean floor of their 

water-covered world. When outside of this environment 
Zintar have difficulty moving under their own power. 
While on dry ground (outside their carapace), Zintar 
move by dragging their bodies along the ground at a 
SPD -1. In an aquatic environment Zintar move easily by 
crawling along the sea floor, or swim by expelling a jet of 

water from a contractile mantle, aiming it via a muscular 
siphon; this gives them a movement at SPD 5. In Slipspace 

a Zintar may move freely while outside of its carapace 
maneuvering as if they are swimming in water.

Camouflage 
Zintar have specialized skin cells containing 

yellow, orange, red, brown, and black pigments and 
white reflective cells. These allow them to change 

the apparent color, opacity, and reflectiveness of 
their skin. Zintar receive +2 to any type of hide 
skill check when out of their carapace and hiding.

This color-changing ability can also be used 
to communicate with or warn other Zintar without 

the use of verbal speech. This form of “color” 
speech can be done at a range of 20m and cannot be 

interpreted by any non-Zintar due to the subtle 
nature of the color shifting. 

Enhanced Sense of Sight and 
Touch

Zintar have incredibly acute 
vision and are able to see in 

different spectrums of light. 
Because of the habitat 

the Zintar are from they 

can easily see in absolute darkness. Also, because of their acute vision 
Zintar may reduce the range of any sight-based penalties by 10m.

Zintar skin is very sensitive allowing them to read the print off a 
piece of paper by touch, or feel the approach of someone walking by 
the minute vibrations of the floor. If a Zintar’s tentacles are in physical 
contact with the ground (outside their carapace), they may sense their 
surroundings using this ability (+1 on sensory-based Perception checks).

Technophile
Zintar are highly advanced in the fields of electronics, kybernetics, 

and machine interfacing. Because of this Zintar receive a +2 bonus to 
any tech-related skill checks. 

Vehicle Interface
Zintar are adept at interfacing with machines and piloting them. 

They do this through their extremely advanced kybernetics, heightened 
sense of touch, and mechanical acumen. Zintar receive a bonus of +2 
when piloting or driving a vehicle that is outfitted with a Zintar Interface 
pod. 

Hephaeston, the InventorHephaeston, the Inventor
Domains – Crafting, forging, technology, manufacturing, 
inventing, cleverness
Personality – Eyes sparking with electricity, wreathed with 
æther, Hephaeston is always inventing something or other. He is 
generally depicted as being seated and often lame (occasionally 
missing both legs), but is always surrounded by robotic servants 
of all shapes and sizes that carry out the plans he drafts on 
his immense drafting board. When he finishes a plan he likes, 
his laugh is the roll of thunder in the sky; when he is upset at a 
failure, the planets themselves tremble.
Symbols – Toothed Gears, Hammer and Saw
Home System – Boitia
Temple Moon – Thebes

Glory 0+
The Skin of Hephaeston

The Hero’s skin becomes dark and bronzed like the god himself. The 
Hero reduces any heat-based damage by 6 points.

Glory 30+
The Tinkering Hands

The Hero can repair or mend any broken item with a bit of time and 
concentration. The repair time is equal to 10 minutes times the highest 
level of the item minus the Hero’s PER Attribute. If the Hero doesn’t 
have the right tools or parts then the time is doubled, and if the Hero has 
neither then the time is tripled.

Glory 60+
Helper Machina

The Hero can create and manage a number of helper machina equal 
to twice his INT. The robots are the size of a small dog, no larger than 
half-meter in length/height, and weigh no more than 40 kilograms. The 
robots available are listed below.

Note: All bots are assumed to be small humanoid constructs. The 
Hero may change the form to suit his taste. If the Hero wishes he may 
add a hover propulsion system at the cost of -2 in skills for the Machina. 

Favored oF HepHasTon race zinTar

age 27 ProFession zinTar engineer

INT PER WIL CHA STR DEX CON SPD CR DYN
+5 +2 +2 +0 -1 +1 +0 -1 +0 -1
Hit Points 18 Hero Points 7 glory 25

Skills (numbers in brackets [ ] represent the skill rating with 
attribute.)

compuTers (of cHoice) +7[+12], disable mecHanism +10[+11], 
HandicrafT (veHicles) +10[+15], HandicrafT (mecHanical engineering) 

+10[+15], HandicrafT (Weapon smiTH) +8[+13], researcH +2[+7], speaK 
language (zinTar, naTive), speaK language (Hellene, basic) +3[+8], 

piloT +5[+6], Weapon (gun) +2[+2], profession (engineer, inT) 
+10[+15]

Talents/Special Abilities
all zinTars may see in THe darK as if iT is dayligHT

zinTars all use a carapace To move freely on land. any damage done To 
THe zinTar is firsT TaKen from THe carapace.

Equipment
Tool KiT, diadalos Hand comp, 2 Hover plaTes, Welding KiT, HopliTe pisTol 

(dr 8, rof 2), 1 blasT grenade (dr 18 3m radius)
Standard carapace

HP DEX STR SPD
25 user user +0

accessories: armor pr 4

Destiny
desTined To unlocK THe greaT puzzle box of Troas

Fate
beTray His friends in THeir momenT of need

Disadvantages
rel: respecTs aura and Would die To save Her 2

inT: speaKs His mind HonesTly 1
exT: noisy carapace 2


